
What is -(2×7)+(4g×9a)
I think its 162 but i dont know so hope this helps sorry if it dont
How many formula units make up 16.4 g of magnesium chloride (MgCl2)?
Definition: he was the leader of japan before, during, and after world war ii.
A particle moves along a curve given by x = 2t^2, y = t^2 - 41, and 2 = 31-5 where t represents time. Find the velocity and acceleration in the direction X-3y +
22 att=1
How the enlightenment idea of natural rights are found in the bill of rights.
Which phrase best describes an internal critic an inner voice that criticizes a person's thoughts and actions

a negative character trait
What is 8/18 in lowest terms
Your female friend is the 3rd one in line for a drink of water. Which statement is true? A) Marisa es tercer en la linea.
B) Marisa es la 3rd en la linea.
C) Marisa es la 3.° en la linea.
D) Marisa es la 3. en la linea.
What are the exact values of sin theta cos theta tan theta if (3,-4) is a point on the terminal side of theta?
Preform the operation (answer in a+bi form) (i meaning imaginary number)
Why does the eldest magician ask the fisher of the sea to create the tides
Which health skill is critical when learning how to evaluate advertisements? A.goal setting
B.self-management
C.advocacy
D.accessing information

What is a proven consequence of smoking?

A. Alzheimer’s
B. arthritis
C. diabetes
D. lung cancer

What does one do after developing an action plan when planning an advocacy project?

A. Identify any future challenges.



B. Find funding sources.
C.Establish a support system
D. Identify weaknesses in the plan.
What makes america unique? Cite evidence from this text your own experience and other art.
Which proofreading mark would you use to insert a missing letter, word, or punctuation mark?
Identify the constant of proportionality in the equation. 3y = 15x
How many time does 16 go into 4
Suppose the height of a cylinder is 2155.13 ft cubed and the height is twice the radius of the cylinder. Determine the radius, rounded to the nearest whole foot.
thank you in advance :)
Fill in the coefficients that was will balance the following reaction SnSO4 + KBr SnBr2 K2SO4
How do high self-esteem and a positive outlook affect a persons health
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